INTRODUCTION

The electronic basket lift timer allows the operator to assign a cooking time to control basket lift operation, allowing the basket to be removed from the oil at the appropriate time automatically. It does not control the fryer, though it may be purchased in a combined panel with a thermostat included.

SETTING THE TIMER

1. Set the cooking time using the arrows beneath the display, as illustrated to the right.

   **NOTE:** Ten seconds is the minimum time that can be set. Anything less will convert to 10 seconds. This is the amount of time required for the basket to fully lower into the oil.

2. Press the basket lift timer button to lower the basket into the oil and begin cooking.

The basket lift will automatically raise the basket out of the oil when the timer has completely counted down and the display will change to show the original total cooking time. Press the basket lift timer button to begin a new cooking cycle using the same time as the previous cycle; or, press the arrows to change the cooking time for the next cycle.

CANCELLING A COOKING CYCLE

**NOTE:** **DO NOT** press the basket lift timer button while the basket is moving up or down.

To cancel the cooking cycle while cooking, press the basket lift timer button. The basket will rise out of the oil and the display will change to show the original total cooking time. Do not press the basket lift timer button while the basket is in motion. This could lock the basket in place and potentially cause damage to the basket lift. It takes 10 seconds for the basket lift to stop moving, at which time the basket lift button can be pressed again.

**NOTE:** This basket lift timer is available in many variations. While the front of the fryer may include a thermostat and other controlling features, this basket lift timer will function as described above.